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Hadrian’s Wall, which started to be built in AD 122, stretches across the top of Britain from the 

North West to the North East and is 73 miles long or 113 kilometres. The two largest cities either 

end of the wall are Carlisle in the North West and Newcastle in the North East. There are many small 

villages and towns along the wall and the landscape is very beautiful. You can still visit parts of the 

wall today and even see some of the old Roman forts and buildings. Some people take a challenge to 

‘walk the wall’ which many people do over the course of a week during the holidays. It is now a 

UNESCO world heritage site. 

 

 

 

Hadrian’s Wall was built under the order of the Emperor Hadrian to protect the Northern frontier of 

the Roman Empire against invasion from Northern tribes. The wall provided protection and defence 

for the soldiers who lived and worked on the wall. The wall stood as a powerful landmark to show 

the opposition how strong and able the Roman soldiers were, the Roman soldiers had a reputation 

for being skilled and powerful fighters who were brutal and ruthless. The symbolism of the wall 

enhanced this reputation and added to their status as dominant warriors. 

Many of the Roman soldiers came from abroad, from places such as Syria and Africa, these soldiers 

had an excellent reputation for strength of body and mind and were seen as robust additions to the 

Roman army. Many of the British men that were recruited into the Roman Army were sent abroad, 

this was a well-known Roman military strategy to ensure no man would fight on his home soil and 

therefore they would fight with greater force and determination.  



    

Hadrian’s Wall, which took approximately 5 years to build was an intricate structure of two parallel 

rows of stone wall filled with a mixture of rocks, cement material and straw which added immensely 

to its strength. Every third of a roman mile there was a turret and every mile a mini fort, this is 

where the term ‘mile castle’ comes from. A roman mile was slightly shorter than the miles we use 

today. These turrets and forts would be guarded and patrolled by Roman soldiers who would be first 

in line to protect the Roman Empire from any trouble approaching the wall. 

We know that Emperor Hadrian and the Roman soldiers built this Wall as there is a very famous 

carved stone plaque that says under the ruling of Emperor Hadrian the Wall was constructed. This 

was a very exciting find for Archaeologists! The Romans loved to carve plaques into buildings and to 

name things after themselves, this was a way of informing people who they were and how powerful 

they were. It was a way of marking territory but these carvings were also seen very often in Roman 

religious statues and monuments. 

 



The Romans were pagan polytheistic who worshiped many different Gods. Monuments and temples 

would be erected in order to worship these Gods and they even adapted their religious beliefs to 

include new existing Gods in the North East such as the famous Antenociticus, who was the God of 

Benwell, Newcastle. The Romans adopted him as one of their Gods and Romanised the way in which 

he was worshiped. 

There were two magnificent altars found in the River Tyne that have carved images of the sea and 

water. It is believed these altars were monuments erected to thank the sea gods for the Romans’ 

safe travel by sea to the North East. Every season, holiday and element had its own God and the 

Romans were thankful to the gods for assisting them in their daily life and successes.  

The Romans also worshiped Mithras, the God of a mysterious Roman Religion for men only. Mithras 

was sometimes believed to have hatched from an egg. In order to be initiated into this religion men 

would undergo a complex series of rituals and tests but little is known about the inner secrets of the 

religion. The men who worshiped Mithras would meet in small, unmarked temples, sometimes 

underground but much of the interpretation of this particular religion remains unexplained, many 

attempts have been made to translate the meaning of this religion but people have only been able 

to do this from guess work based on archaeological finds, carvings and statues. 

    

Life for Roman soldiers, their partners and children was tough. They would be very exposed to the 

elements and under constant threat of invasion. Families lived in small communities along the wall 

and although marriage wasn’t a common occurrence many soldiers would have long-term partners 

and children. These communities grew and began to settle along the length of the wall. 

Clothing was adapted to suit the harsh weather and lifestyle living on the Wall, exposed to the 

elements of Northumberland. Both men and women would wear basic smock type tops and large 

woollen cloaks to keep warm, shoes were flat and practical. Despite these basic living conditions 



women especially still enjoyed wearing jewellery, many items of jewellery have been discovered 

along the Hadrian’s Wall some of it very ornate and delicate. 

The Romans liked the fine things in life, including food, wine and Art. Unable to bring pieces of Art 

with them from home Roman officers and people of high status in the Roman army are believed to 

have commissioned versions of famous art works to be replicated for them in their new 

environment, including a very awkward version of the famous bathing Venus, this replicated version 

was not quite as subtle and beautiful as the original Italian versions, now it almost looks comical. 

 

Death was inevitably part of life on the Wall, many Roman citizens would pay into a monthly savings 

scheme to pay for a burial on the event of their death. People were either cremated and remains 

placed in urns or buried in stone or metal coffins, graves were marked with carved headstones. The 

carvings were often quite rudimentary but remember people were living in a military zone, time was 

not ample and skilled craftsmen were limited so impressive carvings would be attempted but often 

looked quite geometric and plain. Gravestones would often be carved with figures and images that 

represented death or sleep like poppies.  

If you are not able to travel up into Northumberland to see the remains of Hadrian’s Wall you can 

see part of the wall in Wallsend, North Tyneside where you can also visit Segedunum Roman fort, 

also part of Tyne and Wear Archives and Museums. 

 


